In this paper, convective heat transfer and entropy generation of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow through a square microchannel are numerically investigated. Flow is modelled by using Eulerian-Eulerian two phase flow model. Nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid ranged between %1.0 and %4.0. As a result, it is found that the convective heat transfer coefficient of flow increased from 9718.15 W/m 2 K to 23010.79 W/m 2 K when 4.0% ZnO nanoparticle addition to pure EG at Re=100. Total entropy generation of ZnO-EG nanofluid decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid. It is also observed that the Bejan number decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid.
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
Thermal management techniques provide better heating and cooling technology and high efficient thermal systems are very important for energy saving and efficiency. One of these techniques is the improving thermophysical properties of heat transfer fluids. The searches for this reason finally revealed "nanofluids". Nanofluid is a suspension obtained with dispersion of nano-sized metallic or non-metallic solid particles into conventional working liquids such as water, ethylene glycol or oil. The nanofluid term is firstly introduced by Choi in 1995.
In the last decade, many researches have numerically and experimentally investigated the convective heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics of nanofluids. In numerical analysis, the nanofluids flows are modeled as single-phase flow generally. This is because of that nanoparticles dispersed to base fluid has smaller diameter than 100 nm. However, some papers showed that the results obtained for nanofluid flows modeled using two-phase model are in better agreement with experimental data compared to that of single-phase model. Behzadmehr et al. (2007) modelled the turbulent convective heat transfer of Cu-water nanofluid flow through a circular tube using two-phase mixture model. They reported that two-phase mixture model is more precise than that of single-phase model. Kumar and Puranik (2017) also reported that Lagrangian-Eulerian two-phase modeling of turbulent forced convection of water based Al2O3, TiO2 and Cu nanofluids gives more accurate results compared to that of single phase modeling for nanoparticle volume fractions smaller than 0.5%. For higher nanoparticle volume fractions, it is on the contrary. Moraveji and Ardehali (2013) compared the single-phase model with volume of fluid, mixture and Eulerian two-phase models for laminar forced convection of Al2O3-water nanofluid flow through minichannel heat sink. They reported that two-phase models are more precise by comparison with experimental reference data than single-phase data. Kalteh et al. (2011) numerically investigated laminar forced convection of Cu-water nanofluid flow through isothermally heated microchannel by using Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase modeling. It is found that relative velocity and temperature between phases is negligible. In addition, the obtained results for convective heat transfer enhancement with two-phase modeling are higher compared to that of single-phase and convective heat transfer enhancement increases with decrease in nanoparticle diameter. Mahdavi et al. (2015) separately applied the discrete phase model in the Lagrangian approach and mixture model in the Eulerian approach to water based Al2O3, SiO2 and ZrO2 nanofluid flows through vertical tube under laminar flow conditions. As a result, they recommended the discrete phase model due to its strength and simplicity. Moreover, the pressure loss results obtained for nanoparticle volume fractions less than 3% is more reliable in the discrete phase model. Siavashi and Jamali (2016) investigated the turbulent convective heat transfer and entropy generation of TiO2-water nanofluid flow through annuli for different radius ratios with same cross sectional area. The flow was modeled with mixture two-phase model. They expressed that radius ratio has an important effect on entropy generation rate and there is an optimal Reynolds number to minimize entropy generation rate.
Contrary to literature mentioned above, some studies reported that the results obtained for single-phase is more precise than that of two-phase or that single and two-phase models shows similar predictions. Moraveji and Esmaeili (2012) studied laminar forced convection heat transfer of Al2O3-water nanofluid through a circular tube under constant heat flux with using single and two-phase models. They reported that single and two-phase models give quite similar results. Akbari et al. (2012) compared six different combination of viscosity and thermal conductivity for single-phase modeling of turbulent forced convection of Al2O3-water nanofluid and then determined the most appropriate model with experimental results within them. Moreover, same problem is modeled as twophase flow with volume of fluid, mixture and Eulerian models. It is reported that selected single-phase model is more appropriate compared to two-phase models for their study conditions. Behroyan et al. (2015) compared five different models, which are Newtonian and non-Newtonian single-phase models and mixture, Eulerian-Eulerian, Eulerian-Lagrangian models, for turbulent forced convection of Cu-water nanofluid flow. As a result, they recommended Newtonian single-phase and Eulerian-Lagrangian two-phase models due to their precise results. Farzaneh et al. (2016) used constructal theory to investigate the using of microchannels with/without loops for cooling process of a square electronic component with internal heat generation. They aimed reducing the thermal resistance in their study. They reported that the maximum dimensionless temperature is reduced by 10% and 20%, while the maximum dimensionless pressure drop is decreased by 25% and 33% for one and two branch reverting microchannels, in comparison with the case without a branch. Ramiar et al. (2012) numerically solved conjugate heat transfer problem for a mixture flow of 60% ethylene glycol and 40% water in mass containing Al2O3 nanoparticles in two dimensional microchannel. They reported that using solid regions with higher thermal conductivities enhance heat transfer by increasing Nusselt number and amplify axial conduction effect. Farzaneh et al. (2017) studied the effect of reverting microchannels inside a heat sink having circular, square and triangular configurations for geometrical optimization. They founded that square geometry has the least thermal resistance.
In this study, laminar forced convection and entropy generation of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow having different nanoparticle volume fractions through a square microchannel are numerically investigated. The flow is modeled with Eulerian-Eulerian twophase model. The results such as convective heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt number, pressure drop, Darcy friction factor and entropy generation for different nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid are presented and compared.
MODEL CONFIGURATION
Geometrical Configuration
Convective heat transfer characteristics and entropy generation of ZnO-EG nanofluid through a square microchannel are numerically investigated. The flow is modeled as Eulerian-Eulerian two phase model. The hydraulic diameter of microchannel is assumed to be Dh= 150 m  . This means that dimension of each side of microchannel crosssection is 150 m  . The microchannel length is assumed to be 50 mm. The schematic diagram of microchannel investigated in this study is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Governing Equations
There are three different Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase, which are the volume of fluid model, the mixture model and the Eulerian model. The volume of fluid model has not separate governing equations for solid and fluid phases. In addition, it is designed for two or more immiscible fluids. The mixture and the Eulerian models have different governing equations for solid and fluid phases. In this study, Eulerian model is selected for analyses due to that it allows considering granular temperature, solid-phase shear and bulk viscosities.
In Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase modeling; mass, momentum and energy equations are separately written for each phases, while the pressure is shared by all phases. The governing equations for particle and liquid phases can be written as follows (ANSYS Fluent, 2009):
where the subscripts l and p denote liquid and particle phases, respectively. In these equations, the following relation is valid. 
where  is the volumetric fraction of liquid or particle phases. The momentum equations are including drag force ( d F ), virtual mass force ( vm F ) and collision force ( col F ). The drag force between the phases is expressed as follows:
where  is friction coefficient. For two-phase flows with l  >0.8,  is calculated by following relation:
where d C is the drag coefficient and is expressed with following equation (Schiller and Naumann, 1935) : 
where p Re is the particle Reynolds number and is calculated by using following equation:
where  and  are density and dynamic viscosity, respectively. p d is particle diameter. Virtual mass force is related with relative acceleration between two phases and is found by following equation:
Collision force is related with particle-particle interaction and can be calculated with following relation:
where G is the particle-particle interaction modulus and is expressed with following relation:
The v h term expressed in Equation 6 and 7 is the volumetric interphase convective heat transfer coefficient and is expressed for mono-dispersed 4 spherical particles as follows (Kuipers et al., 1992) :
where p h is the liquid-particle heat transfer coefficient and can be calculated with following relation (Ranz and Marshall, 1952) :
where Pr is the Prandtl number of liquid phase.
The eff k expressed in Equations 5 and 6 denotes the effective thermal conductivity coefficient of liquid and particle phases and is written as follows, respectively (Kuipers et al., 1992) .
where,
The  coefficient is defined as follows: 
Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Relations
The Reynolds number is defined as follows:
The local convective heat coefficient is expressed as follows:
where w T and m T are wall and mean temperatures, respectively. The mean temperature for two-phase flows can be calculated by using following equation (Kalteh et al., 2011) :
where the integration is realized on the crosssection of channel geometry. The local Nusselt number is defined as follows:
The local Darcy friction factor can be written as follows:
where x  is shear stress of flow. The average values of convective heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt number and Darcy friction factor are calculated with following equations, respectively.
For internal flow, the entropy generation per unit length can be written as follows (Bejan, 1982) :
In Eqs. 33, the first term on the right side expresses entropy generation per unit length due to heat transfer and the second term expresses entropy generation per unit length due to fluid friction.
The Bejan number is formulated as follows:
gen,heat transfer gen,heat transfer gen, fluid friction
and it is defined as the ratio of entropy generation due to heat transfer to total entropy generation.
Boundary Conditions
A constant heat flux of 1000 W/m 2 is applied to bottom surface of microchannel. The inlet temperature and velocity distributions of both phases are assumed as uniform and both phases enter to channel same inlet temperature and velocity. The inlet temperature of both phases is assumed to be 300 K. The inlet velocities of both phases are calculated by specified Reynolds number ( Re =10-100) with Equation 25. The diameter of ZnO nanoparticles is p d =18 nm. In microchannel outlet, pressure outlet boundary condition is applied for both phases.
Numerical Procedure
The governing equations mentioned above for both phases are discretized by using finite volume method in the view of boundary conditions. In the computational domain, a non-uniform grid is employed. In the region close to microchannel walls, finer grids are used. For the convective and diffusive terms the first order upwind method is used. For solving velocity-pressure coupling, the Phase Coupled SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) method is used. The convergence criterion is selected to be 10 -6 for this study.
Grid Independency Test and Code Validation
The grid independency test is performed to avoid the effect of grid number on the results obtained with numerical procedure. Six different grid numbers ranging from 40000 to 1400000 are used. Same grid numbers are used for each aspect ratio of rectangular microchannel. The selection of optimum grid numbers is realized by considering the change of results with grid numbers. The calculations are realized for the model having selected optimum grid number.
To validate the accuracy of the numerical model, the results obtained by numerical computation is compared with the numerical results for two-phase model presented by Moraveji and Ardehali (2013) and with experimental results presented by Ho and Chen (2013) . The comparison of the results obtained by this study with the results presented in the literature is shown in Figure 2 . 
Fig. 2. Mesh accuracy test.
The results obtained by this study show good agreement with the results presented by Moraveji and Ardehali (2013) and Ho and Chen (2013) . The average deviation between the results obtained by this study and Moraveji and Ardehali (2013) is 1.52%, while it is 7.55% for the results presented by Ho and Chen (2013) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The convective heat transfer characteristics and entropy generation of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow through a square microchannel are numerically investigated by using Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model. The Reynolds number is in the range of 10 and 100. Constant heat flux of q" = 1000 W/m 2 is applied to the bottom surface of the microchannels.
The velocity distributions of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow for different nanoparticle volume fractions in the outlet cross-section of square microchannel and lateral section of inlet region of square microchannel are shown in Figure 3 The temperature distributions of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow for different nanoparticle volume fractions in the outlet cross-section and outlet lateral section of square microchannel are shown in Figure 5 and 6, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 5 and 6, wall temperature of ZnO-EG nanofluid decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid. Moreover, it can be observed that increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid causes to increase in bulk temperature of ZnO-EG nanofluid.
The variation of average convective heat transfer coefficient of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow with the Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 7 .
As can be seen from Figure 7 , the convective heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid and in the Reynolds number. The maximum convective heat transfer coefficient for this study is obtained to be 23010.79 W/m 2 K at Re = 100 for ZnO-EG nanofluid having nanoparticle volume fraction of 4.0%. Whereas, the convective heat transfer coefficient obtained for pure EG at Re = 100 is 9718.15 W/m 2 K. The reason of increment in convective heat transfer coefficient with nanoparticle addition is due to that the difference between wall and bulk temperatures of nanofluid decreases with increase in nanoparticle addition. The Nusselt number of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow increases with increasing nanoparticle volume fraction and the Reynolds number. The Nusselt number is already related with the convective heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, similar results are also obtained for the Nusselt number. At Re = 100, the Nusselt number obtained for ZnO-EG nanofluid having nanoparticle volume fraction of 4.0% is 13.7, while it is 5.78 for pure EG.
The variation of pressure drop of ZnO-EG nanofluid with the Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 9 . It is clearly seen from Figure 9 that the pressure drop decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid. The pressure drop obtained for ZnO-EG nanofluid having nanoparticle volume fraction of 4.0% is 3.98% and 3.85 lower compared to that of pure EG at Re = 10 and Re = 100, respectively. However, for same microchannel geometry, Uysal et al. (2016) reported that ZnO nanoparticle addition of 4.0% to EG increases pressure drop 28.96% and 29.23% at Re=10 and Re=100, respectively, in single phase consideration. Suganthi et al. (2014) showed that ZnO nanoparticle addition to EG cause a reduction in viscosity due to that hydrogen bonding network of ethylene glycol is reorganized with ZnO nanoparticle addition. It may be reason for decrease in pressure drop for two-phase approach.
The variation of Darcy friction factor of ZnO-EG nanofluid with the Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 10 .
The Darcy friction factor of ZnO-EG nanofluid decreases with increasing nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid. This is due to that the pressure drop decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid and the Darcy friction factor is directly related with pressure drop. The variation of entropy generation per unit length due to heat transfer with the Reynolds number is shown in Figure 11 . 4.0e-7 6.0e-7
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As can be seen from Figure 11 Entropy generation due to fluid friction increases with increase in the Reynolds number. In addition, it decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid; this decrement is not significant. ZnO nanoparticle of 4.0% addition to pure EG decreases the entropy generation due to fluid friction from 0.002139 W/mK to 0.002053 W/mK and from 0.2151 W/mK to 0.2068 W/mK at Re = 10 and Re =100, respectively.
The variation of total entropy generation per unit length with the Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 13 . Same results with entropy generation due to fluid friction are obtained for total entropy generation. This is due to that the obtained values for entropy generation due to heat transfer are negligible compared to that of entropy generation due to fluid friction. The microchannel considered in this study has a micro-sized hydraulic diameter. This case causes to that entropy generation due to fluid friction is dominant.
The variation of the Bejan number with the Reynolds number is shown in Figure 14 . As can be seen from Figure 14 , Bejan number decreases with increase in Reynolds number and nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid. ZnO nanoparticle addition to pure EG decreases the contribution of entropy generation due to heat transfer in the total entropy generation.
CONCLUSION
In this study, laminar forced convection and entropy generation of ZnO-EG nanofluid flow through square microchannel are numerically investigated. The flow is modelled by using Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model. Results showed that 4.0% ZnO nanoparticle addition to pure EG causes to high increment of 187.36% at Re=10 and of 136.78% at Re=100 in convective heat transfer coefficient. Similar high increments in convective heat transfer coefficient and in Nusselt number are reported by Moraveji and Ardehali (2013) for Al2O3/water nanofluid flow. ZnO nanoparticle addition to pure EG causes to decrease in wall temperature. This leads to increment in convective heat transfer coefficient and in Nusselt number. This may be due to that nanoparticles inside flow destroyed the boundary layer.
Entropy generation due to heat transfer decreases with increase in nanoparticle volume fraction of ZnO-EG nanofluid, while entropy generation due to fluid friction increases. For this study, entropy generation due to heat transfer can be neglect when it is compared with entropy generation due to fluid friction. This is due to that microchannel considered in this study has small hydraulic diameter.
Researchers and/or engineers should focus on fluid friction to decrease entropy generation for thermal management of microchannel applications.
